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CHRONICLE N°4

Morphogenesis and morphogenetic of the worlds of after

The human being will become aware of his skills to build his reality, when he will 
understand that his thoughts do not come from him, but come to him.

At the end of a cycle of ten thousand years of human experiences and finally, these last 
few years of a chaos without precedent which touched our societies, profiles itself from 
now on at the horizon of the end of  the era of humanity claimed as being modern.

According to the information released by the Angel and according to our own searches, 
this period just about to exhale, corresponds to the one of the development of the human 
being’s ego through his testing in the densified worlds. We therefore questioned ourselves 
on the outcome of this human experience in 3rd density and have questioned our group 
of future consciousness about the prospects of our planet in 4th density.

Question to the Angel : 

What would be the individual’s movement and to be precise of the human soul, after 
the final transition in 4th density ?

The world which you are soon going to abandon, was one of those in which the human 
being’s ego had identified itself to the material configuration of its reality. In other words, 
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when the soul had started to leave the etheric or plasma worlds in order to immerse itself 
in dense matter, the experience of the material world had become its single reality. The 
prolongation of the human being’s soul being plunged through densification of its etheric 
body in a universe of “astral matter” renowned as being the 3rd density, its position, 
about reality, always stays valid for most ordinary human beings.

Whereas in the collective unconscious, the previous cycle represented the descent to hell, 
namely the involutive step of the human being’s consciousness, the next period will be 
determined by the progressive evolution of the psyche of the new human being. This 
progression of the human being’s psyche will lead to his return to the source of his 
multiple dimensions of existence and to becoming aware of these ones. This rising 
process, will finally bring the individual to perceive the multidimensionality of his soul in 
his different dimensions and densities of existence, through a widened informational field.

In the cycle which will soon end, when the soul incarnated and reincarnated herself in 
matter, she lost awareness of “its psyche” every time to the point of forgetting the 
nonmaterial worlds from where she came from (the worlds known as spiritual), and 
suffered from domination of the beliefs’ systems classed of the human. These systems, 
as much religious, as societal, and political, had to make possible the development of her 
“Me-Myself and I” or egotistical Self, this part of her which had to take action for the 
return to the universal consciousness of her origins.

The primordial and inexperienced soul, this tiny spark secluded in the human being’s ego 
and separated from her original cosmic opposite or Superior Self, is used by the superior 
worlds in order to experience the illusion of life. She therefore finds herself plunged into 
the karmic gear wheels inseparable of the density, until the moment when her 
dependence on the laws of gravity inherent to the specific morphogenetic field of 3rd 
density breaks off. These morphogenetic fields, being influence zones comparable to 
magnetic spaces organizing themselves in a spontaneous way, are proper to human 
being’s nature. It is therefore only on his progress of going back, that the soul will be able 
to start to receive the transmission of Knowledge.

The reunification of the unified consciousness of the Self and of the Superior Self, will be 
progressive and intimately linked to the reorganization of these morphogenetic fields. 
However, this morphogenetic reshuffling will be the first factor of change which will 
happen in 4th density.

In this process of return to this original part of the Being and thanks to the reintegration of 
knowledge instilled by the Superior Self, the ego, in which this spark of the Myself/Self is 
crouched, will start to reduce its hold. Thereafter, going back to its original contemplative 
role, the ego will become more and more “transparent and lightweight”, in order for the 
individual Self to be able to finally perceive the contact with his double : the Superior Self.
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The progressive alliance of the human Self and of the Superior Self, finally intends to 
become the human being of the future, rewarded from the Self and of his double 
Self, therefore realizing the “Self of the future”.

It must be known that all of the auto organized biological structures, such as being the 
human body, are composed of well organized parts which, in the way of fractal images, 
are at an inferior level, just like the atoms in the molecules and the molecules in crystals 
are. They represent the different morphological fields of nature. It is the same for the 
organic elements in cells, cells in tissues, tissues in organs, organs in organisms, 
organisms in social groups, social groups in nations, nations on the planets.

On each level, the morphological field, depending on a morphogenetic field, returns its 
characteristic properties by coordinating the parts or layers which constitute them. The 
different layers of these morphogenetic fields are therefore, not only responsible for the 
development and the maintenance of the plants, animals or human beings’ morphology, 
but they are also responsible for the organisation of their behavior and of their cerebral 
activity, even “mental”. This means that even the organisation of societies and cultures, 
dependent on social and cultural fields, are not anything else than layers coming from 
these morphogenetic fields.

Therefore, fed by her multiple reincarnation experiences thanks to these morphogenetic 
fields of 3rd density, the soul, as a consequence, generally progresses until she is 
sufficiently evolved, in order for her to free herself from collective beliefs inherent to this 
density. And as her consciousness sphere will have increased, she will therefore progress 
in 4th density of reality by connecting herself to new morphogenetic fields.

This new “gene-ethics” era will therefore be the one of the post-egotistic development of 
the human being, in which he will have resolved in his consciousness, the wave-
corpuscle duality. In other words, when he will have seized the “plasma” reality of 
paranormal phenomena, which simply have their origin in the domain of the energy which 
enlivens everything.
That is for this reason and because you are already linked to a new morphogenetic field, 
that we sometimes informed you in these terms “We are you in the future” and “You are 
not anymore the ones that you were yesterday, but you are already the ones that you will 
be tomorrow.”

The experience of the egotistic Me-Myself-and I henceforth traces to its end, as a 
mutation of humanity’s global consciousness is currently happening which will first 
impose, just like at every cycle’s ending, to go through the total destruction of its 
structures and of its founding principles. It is only after this, that the renewal will rise in its 
new frequency of reality. The new humanity will be reborn of its ruins. It will first survive in 
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new resonance frequencies emancipated from the current plans, and will be freed of all of 
its constraints coming from its astral dimensions.

The new human being which will survive to the ancient world will be devoted this time, to 
lead the experience of the mastering of matter and not anymore the one of dependence 
to matter. He will be gifted of a superior consciousness, whereas the potential survivors of 
the ancient world, with their ordinary consciousness, will be sentenced to extend the 
experiencing of a new Golden Age cycle. As in his “Me-Myself-and I” cycle of 3rd density, 
the consciousness of the ordinary human being had been manipulated to the point where 
it could not fathom it.

In this world, the ordinary human ignores totally the nature and the origin of these 
sovereign occult forces of his Me-Myself-and I, as this unawareness compels him, 
through the laws of the spirit, in enduring a foreign will which steals his own reason. It is 
from this condition that his programming flows.


However, it is precisely his education to Knowledge and about the existence of occult 
plans, which will make him able to neutralise the inertia of his will. Indicating from then on 
that, as long as his way of thinking will not have been corrected, the human being will not 
be able to consolidate his sovereign power and will remain unpowerful facing these occult 
forces which, constantly, introduce themselves in his thoughts in order to force his ego to 
reinforce itself in power and in energy.

The human being of the future will therefore have to learn to free himself from these forces 
which make him lose all notion of freedom. He will only be able to become aware of his 
creative potential when he will have defeated the strength of his mental consciousness.

Question to the Angel :

What would be the strength of this transdimensional programme incurred by the 
predatory forces ?
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It is very powerful over the ordinary human being drowned in the fears of his ego, but it 
reduces only gradually through the experiences and the individual’s understandings. The 
programming applied since childhood over the human being’s psyche, comes in the first 
place from the ignorance of the laws of life and of the psychological incompatibility which 
generally exists between the parents and their offspring.

It must be known that a soul who incarnates herself in a human cycle, spontaneously 
choses a family environment which is foreign to her in order to maximise her experience, 
except in the case where her incarnation cycle has been “accidentally” interrupted. In that 
case, she generally reincarnates herself in this same family environment in order to 
achieve her experience. Which implies that the absence of a chain in the evolution of the 
human being’s consciousness, is linked to the attachment to his past (retrocausality loop 
or unsolved karma), whereas young children do not yet understand the arrangement of 
their present reality. And in order for the printed programming by the occult forces in the 
sphere of consciousness of the individual during his successive incarnations stops, the 
parents’ consciousness and the one of their children, will have to join themselves in order 
for the existence of these forces to be revealed to them.

The truth on the existence of the predatory plans therefore has to be revealed to 
them as early as possible. It is through this way that the individuals born in a family 
forewarned about these hyperdimensional predatory influences, will not identify 
themselves anymore to their egregore of family, social or racial consciousness, as they 
will from now on participate to a new tribal era which will mix naturally and spontaneously 
all the skin colors and racial origins.

Question to the Angel :

We often communicate about these worlds of 4th density, reptilian entities and 
about all the experiences which we endure, in order to be part of the pioneers of 
this new reality to come. Why do we have from now on so little experience feedback 
coming from the readers of the network ?

The ordinary human being, not being interested to inform himself about the predatory 
worlds, has no idea about the nature of 4th density and even less about his tangibility. In 
the same way as for the existence of reptilian worlds or of predatory entities, of which he 
can be curious about, he swallows and gobbles information about that subject with no 
reflexion, a bit like if he would be passionate about a fiction novel.
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The predatory plans well and truly exist. They are always responsible for the occult plans 
which damage the planet. However, on the contrary to mainstream beliefs, it is not only 
the reptilian entities which pull the triggers and strings of “your reality”.

Many people could testify about the existence of predatory entities, but also about pacific 
reptilian entities. Muzzled by fear or by the fact that their testimony could be ridiculed, 
these people often prefer to not talk about their experiences ; whereas the special secret 
services of your world are widely informed of their presence and of their plot.

As said, the predatory races are therefore not exclusively constituted of reptilian beings 
like many believe. The predatory entities of the human being come from hyperdimensional 
worlds and often do not have anything to do with the reptilian races. Certain reptilian 
lineages which have populated the Earth before the human race, would even be more 
legitimate than the modern human being.

Most of the hyperdimensional reptilian races are generally not predator-like towards the 
human being, however few lineages or certain individuals amongst them are. These 
counterfeiting or predatory entities of the human being’s psyche, represent a minority, but 
are nevertheless present in each race and in every lineage, them being reptilian or not.

There exist multiple ways of undertaking a control power on the mental of an ignorant 
entity (such as the ordinary human being), in the same way as the human being’s STS 
predators of 3rd density, practicing it in your current society. The case of slavery or of 
pedocriminality revealed recently, are “unfortunately” the perfect models. As this 
conditioning by predatory intelligences goes back to the era of the artificial creation of the 
human being by outsiders and, biologically speaking, it is the result of genetic information 
sometimes corrupted or deficient, transmitted generation after generation.

The total refusal of the existence of other species, in particular the reptilian species, in the 
case of the human being, is comforting for him, because while ignoring the deep reason, 
this latter often feels himself strongly threatened in the “structure of his consciousness”. 
Therefore, because of the programmes of disinformation and through his lack of 
knowledge, he automatically transposes this threat on the entities of a reptilian type.

The identification of the reptilian entities as being demon-like potencies, has been 
suggested by the big aryan religions which deified certain Anunnaki lineages, this means 
the Elohim or Illojim of the bible, in the role of god or of light potencies.


The Illojim or Anunnaki, being humanoids of a hyperdimensional origin which could be as 
well descendants of reptilian, nephilim lineages, than grey or human being lineages, also 
carried the two types of energies STS and STO !
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The first Christs, let us remind it again, were individuals of an Amasutum type (reptilians 
gifted of the feminine creative energy - life planners), however they were certainly not 
Anunnaki females as «  they  » would have you believe ! This confusion in the human 
being’s spirit precisely comes from a programming incurred by the STS hyperdimensional 
predators themselves !

However the human being is not responsible for his programming about this subject. By  
lack of knowledge, he simply maintains a programming instilled by the religion of his 
ancestors. These religious beliefs have always prevented the human being from 
developing an individual consciousness which would help him to conquer his 
conditionings.

Certain reptilian or sauria lineages had been in contact with primitive tribes during many 
centuries. These tribes of true human beings, having managed to conquer this ancient 
programming, have been able to answer with no tension, no hate and no rejection, to the 
contact of these hyperdimensional entities.

However today, the modern man supposedly evolved, has completely lost his capacity of 
thinking by himself, as he has let himself be manipulated by the programming of religions 
or of organized cults like the New Age, freemasonry, or through the trickeries of reality 
instructed by the planet’s deep State. This trickery arises from a very ancient 
programming from the Illojim themselves, these so called “beings of love and light” who 
have fooled the human beings since their creation.
This programming has been followed by the modern occult aryan faction of the CIA-
Cointelpro, which had established in the 1960s, the New Age : the religion of the New 
World Order. On the “love and light” model for the planet, this school of thought of the 
modern era stays based on a utopian vision of reality. This philosophical ideology is also 
present in freemasonic, esoteric, sectarian and other emerging movements.

Sometimes revolted against the 
programming by the Illojim, certain 
religious cults have even diverted to 
satanism - these movements 
announcing thus the “end of what is 
forbidden and the emancipation of 
rules and limits”.


The prohibition by God to consume 
the fruit of the tree of Knowledge, 
represents the origin of this ideology 
which obviously, completely reverses the human values. Satan would then be the new 
messiah, as he teaches the human beings to flout the law established by this fake Illojim/
Anunnaki god, vengeful and authoritarian.
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This rebel and dark neo-philosophy overexposed for example in the show industry, from 
now on influences very strongly the political spheres and even the new spirituality. This 
emerging current causes obvious divergences in the limits of good and bad, of moral and 
immoral.


Advocated by these movements, the illumination through Satan would mean the birth of a 
new world with no religious or moral restriction. The worldwide governments actively 
work to promote that type of ideology supporting the New World Order, through more and 
more strict, dictatorial and anti-christlike politics. Unfortunately, these dawning and more 
and more authorized ideologies, from now on also spread a message being contrary to 
the truth and to the original meaning of life.

This being said, humanity will soon have to understand that good or bad, are not 
objective pieces of data. In every civilisation, every race, every species, there exists good 
individuals and others who are malicious. However according to human being’s beliefs, 
there certainly should exist a specific species which would only spread evil. A very 
primitive concept in the end !

Every species, especially the most developed, compose themselves of a great number of 
individual consciousnesses. There exists however connections to consciousness fields, 
which suppose that these self-sufficient spirits are able to choose their lifestyle freely. And 
this would only be according to human being’s criteria's (beliefs), that some can be 
“good” and others “bad”. Obviously, these models are never verifiable with everybody’s 
point of view.

The current humanity, ignorant of the universal laws, is not really in a position to 
decide if more advanced species would be good or evil, this because his point of 
view is placed well below KNOWLEDGE of the laws of hyperdimensional reality.

Even if certain hyperdimensional races have a tendency to act with hostility amongst you, 
according to your point of view, this does not necessarily mean that they are “species of 
evil”. By the way this would be the case of most hyperdimensional entities and certain 
reptilian entities from Orion, as they function quite simply on the contrary of your 
dogmatic vision suggested by religious programmings.
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Your genetics is structured in order for your consciousness to perceive things in a linear 
way, and through a good/bad dualist way of thinking. Which obliges you to believe that 
these entities behave themselves usually and simply, according to this type of dual and 
separating beliefs.

Therefore there are good and bad things in everything. There does not exist absolutely 
bad species, because every species is composed of individualities, and only individuals 
can have good or bad orientations.

Also, everything that you consider as “paranormal” is dualist in your world, as well in the 
space of reality of physical matter, than in the sphere of energy’s influence. (The sphere of 
energy’s influence corresponding to a zone or space in which the consciousness projects 
itself. This zone could be compared to a sort of molecular soup : “plasma”, which gains 
weight when it is influenced by the observer’s energy.).

You believe too often that paranormal phenomenons (manifesting themselves in the fringe 
of plasma reality), are caused by superior entities, whereas they are simply explained by 
firstly underlining the influence of the energy sphere through the “pre-making” or the 
“imagine-era” (imaginary), expressed or imagined by the capacity of creation of your 
consciousness, according to the world in which it evolves.

The imagination which expresses itself through consciousness, is therefore this vibratory 
energy which precedes the existence of physical matter. The exterior world is then only an 
expression of memories or programmes inscribed in your genetical codes, expressing 
themselves through this consciousness.

Remember : “Consciousness creates gravitation, which modifies your consciousness !”

Therefore, before the existence of physical matter (as the physical world is based on the 
pre-existence of this “life-giving” informative energy which animates it and “gives life” to 
it), if there was no consciousness, there would be no densification of matter, nor even 
manifestations of so called paranormal phenomenons.

Question to the Angel :

Manifestly, according to what we have been able to understand, in the same way 
than certain dualist hyperdimensional races would be reunified according to their 
consciousness and not to their lineage anymore, the laws of physics, will also be 
different in 4th density, as from dual, they would be “reunified” in a certain way. How 
could we then imagine this world of after ?
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It is not so easy to answer this question, as the human being’s mind is still limited by the 
fundamental principles of 3rd density physics’ science. The first thing to become aware of 
in your mind, is to break the concept of the physical world or of a frozen physical reality.

In truth, each physical plan or dimension of existence composes itself of different layers 
of reality. This implies that the physical world is not as physical and consistent that you 
believe. These different layers of reality principally compose themselves of “material 
illusions” ; each of them depending on an energy influence zone produced by 
consciousness.

Certain physical conditions directly participate in the material domain, to spontaneous 
densification of matter through gravity, whereas other physical conditions more subtle or 
more etheric, are only associated with the sphere of energetic influence of consciousness. 
The conception of your world of matter is in this last case, based on a “simple illusion”.

This “simple illusion” is established on the three elementary states of matter which you 
already know : gaseous, liquid and solid. There exists however a fourth and fifth state, 
located before and after matter, therefore responsible for this illusion : plasma.

The plasma state represents this zone of matter which can be influenced through 
psychological energy.

In the same way that there exists matter and antimatter dimensions, there also exists 
plasma and anti-plasma dimensions. These dimensions simply depend on perception of 
the flow of time, proper to human consciousness. Perception which is absolutely not 
comparable with the one of the beings living on other densities.

For human science, the theory of a modification of gravity controlled by the elevation of 
the resonance frequency of consciousness, or then the increase, then the stabilized 
existence of another “reality ceiling” - this meaning a fourth density of matter -, is not very 
common. At least, the perception which your scientists have about it still stays on a very 
primitive level !

In reality, there exist five states of matter : the pre-densification plasma state, the 
gaseous, liquid, solid state, then the post-densification plasma state.

It is these plasma states of matter which are linked to these phenomenons that the 
ignorant human being, classes straightaway as strange or paranormal phenomenons.

Understand well that the plasma state of matter is a particular form of matter, which is 
located between the influence zone of the psychic energy and its tangible and real 
existence.
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The observation of this pre or post reality plasma zone, is determined by the observer’s 
consciousness. And this, whether his observation is passive or active, this means whether 
his psychic energy concentrates itself on an object (active psyche) or is not focused on an 
object (passive psyche).

The observation or the fact of observing produces an increase of the psychological 
energy which induces in the considered zone (in other words his vision field), either a loss 
of the total weight of matter, or its increase, depending on the observation by the 
observer, either active/conscious/intentional/adjusted on an object, or either passive/
unconscious/furtive/vague in his vision field.

This finally means that when the observer deliberately fixes a point or a very precise spot 
in his environment, through the energy transmitted by his consciousness - therefore 
focused by the fact of fixing this zone or this point -, this zone charges itself in psychic 
energy and its mass increases.

In the other way round, if the observer furtively perceives something in his environment 
without being able to stabilize or adjust his observation, therefore seen surreptitiously, 
passively, unconsciously…, and as the observer’s attention has not been focused, this 
zone or object glimpsed very briefly, uncharges itself in energy and lose mass.



These two influence zones of the psyche, therefore represent plasma zones which are 
responsible for these illusions created by and within the material reality. In the end, this 
means that if there was no observer, reality would not exist ! Therefore it is the observer 
who realizes (real-lysis) the densification of his material world. (Real-lysis meaning : 
causing the lysis, the transformation of substance - plasma).

The fourth state of matter : the plasma state, is then very important in order to obtain 
certain conditions than can be used in order to generate anti-gravity which, in other 
words, represents disappearance, inhibition, reversal, or reduction of fundamental causes 
of the strength of gravitation in space, caused by observation.
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Fundamentally, in the real world of matter - the black matter -, there does not exist 
antagonistic potencies which would be separated. As the antagonistic duality or 
separated forces, is simply in function of the consciousness or of the observer’s cognition 
which, because of the programming of the principle of relativity in the spirit of the human 
being, has never been able to perceive ONE single grand unified force at different levels, 
the one of the law of ONE. With anti-gravity or the distribution of the characteristics of 
these different levels of “unified” gravity, it is possible for example to cause the lifting of 
apparently solid matter.

However as the human consciousness “irresistibly focalises itself” on all densified matter, 
the human being of 3rd density therefore deprives himself from the true understanding of 
the universe’s physics. His intelligence limits him to the model of duality of particles of his 
3rd density world. As a consequence, he meets with difficulties of the understanding of 
“plasma” instability which is intermediary to the “wave-particle” model of different levels 
of gravity. And as he is incapable of perceiving these models of plasma reality, he can 
only reject this concept.

Question to the Angel :

If we understand correctly, we also could transpose our consciousness of the 
duality of particles, to the idea of duality in reality “in general” ?

Indeed, the concept of duality of the particles in matter, also causes in the human being’s 
psyche, the belief of thinking in terms of well or bad, good or evil.

The contemporary “technological” human being, by trying to tear the secrets of creation 
manipulates unknown forces. From this, he accepts the death of his similars as a fatality, 
believing that they die because of an illness, an accident or from being old, whereas life is 
only a return back to real life ! Even making war is a synonym of technological progress 
for him. However it is not this way that he will be able to change density at the end of this 
cycle or be able to reach the true progress of the soul !

Let us now put up with the idea that humanity may be on the path of mental knowledge, 
she would however still stay very far from the one of the universe's KNOWLEDGE, as only 
a small number will manage to go beyond the limits of what establishes their “material or 
matrix like” reality.

The current science considers that to change matter, the most simple would be to elevate 
the conditions of matter, this means for example to transpose the chemical classification 
of certain elements to a “superior level”. However trying to transpose these values would 
be a mistake, as certain unknown forces would burst from it. And if scientists do not 
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know how to manage these unknown forces which would partially influence the degrees 
of gravity, they should totally not try the experience of plasma production which they will 
try to cause in 2025, in the nuclear jet engine of the ITER project.

https://www.nouvelordremondial.cc/2020/08/02/le-plus-grand-reacteur-a-fusion-
nucleaire-du-monde-est-enfin-en-chantier/

The scientists of this project are still very far from being qualified and skillful enough in 
order to manage these unknown forces. For that matter they will be prevented from going 
too far by hyperdimensional forces of superior consciousness and intelligence levels.

Question to the Angel :

How to explain the phenomenons which for the moment in our 3rd density world, we 
consider as being paranormal, but which in 4th density would be natural, 
spontaneous or ordinary for our mental faculties ?

In order to explain these phenomenons, you should be able to understand the action of 
the energy’s influence’s sphere (depending of the morphogenetic field) and you should, 
through thought, try to separate yourselves from the illusion which makes you believe that 
what you see, touch, smell, is the true nature of the universe, more than a restricted 
surface of an aspect of the universe amongst many other possibilities.

The mechanism leading to this illusion is taken again in the parable of the blind people 
and the elephant which, in an allegorical way, brings to think on the perception of reality.

https://naturo-passion.com/parabole-aveugles-elephant


 

Imagine that all of your environment of matter does not really exist, but simply stays the 
result of an oscillation field, of a vibration, of which the undulation amplitude is slowed 
down by the momentary concentration of your psychic energy.
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Everything that you see, perceive, smell or touch…, every creature, every planet, every 
object…, has a formation or an energy mould equivalent in the energy’s influence’s sphere 
which illuminates itself, clarifies itself and densifies itself through the focus of your own 
psychic energy over this mould.

This excitement and illumination process of matter interests the general level of things, 
meaning the plan of reality which you are currently living. But there exists other layers 
outside of your own bubble of reality, to which you will have access to only after your 
transition in 4th density.

This being said, in order to briefly explain the illusion phenomenon, it must be known that 
the visible part of your reality is only the reflection, in the influence sphere of 
consciousness, of a field of perceptions composed of zones or layers of frequencies more 
or less distinct.

These different layers each contain all sorts of information, for example on the shape or 
positioning of matter and of its vibratory frequency, but also information coming from its 
chemical or molecular composition. Another grand part of these layers of frequencies, 
correspond to the resonance directly coming from the morphogenetic fields ; this 
mechanism creating the parallel with a consensus verifiable by a certain number of 
individuals (like in the case of the one hundred macaques, in the experience of the 100th 
monkey).

http://www.vivresestalents.fr/ho-oponopono/lexperience-du-100eme-singe/



Between these two layers of frequencies, exists everything that you think is linked to 
these psi and paranormal phenomenons, and which is outside your limits of your primitive 
science. This para-layer locates itself between the different layers of matter and one of 
these layers of this morphogenetic field in the sphere of psychic influence.

The human body for example, has its field model corresponding in the sphere of energy’s 
influence. This absolutely does not mean that it does not exist in the superior densities 
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under the form of chains of matter or atoms, but flesh, blood and bones, only keep a very 

tiny density, making them “imperceptible” for the human being’s senses.
Your reality of existence always expresses itself through a sort of “duality”, as the first 
layers of the field contain simple information about solid matters of your body and on their 
frequencies, whereas the second layers contain more complex and subtle information on 
your spirit, your consciousness and your soul. Whereas in truth, the soul always has her 
physical part projected by the sphere of influence of her psyche, only her body is not 
always visible in 3rd density. This is why you rightfully claim that bodies are more or less 
ethereal according to the densities in which they manifest themselves.

The awareness of the consciousness through the different sensitive receivers of your 
body, is in that case, no more no less than a simple matrix-like energy, divided in different 
layers of frequencies in one of the zones of your energy’s influence’s sphere.

“Real awareness” about the formation, the layout, then the consistency of matter by the 
gravitational phenomena, can only happen with a higher intellect of 4th density.

Because the phenomenon of gravitation, precisely in relation to consciousness, can only 
act depending on the perception of its post-plama shape that certain forms of intelligence 
have of this fifth state of matter.

In the equation : “Consciousness creates gravitation which modifies consciousness”, the 
awareness therefore corresponds to the moment where “the gravitation modifies the 
human’s consciousness”, in other words at the precise moment where the particle 
becomes a wave again, therefore at the very moment where matter is unfrozen/
undensified by the psychological energy “removed” from this plasma zone before 
becoming a wave again.

With the required knowledge in physics and with the corresponding technology, the soul 
composed of photons and neutrinos, which is not anything else than the matrix of 
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consciousness and awareness, can even be separated from her psychological influence 
field. Which has for consequence, an almost total loss of the memories of the soul which 
can then continue to exist for a certain moment, in a self-sufficient energy, despite the 
distance of her body and spirit.

It is at this moment that she can be duplicated and that some of her biological codes can 
be reproduced, in order to “rebuild” new bodies. These bodies are amongst those which 
are waiting for you after your final transition in 4th density.

The ignorant human being names this the “soul’s theft”. However remember that we talk 
about hyperdimensional sciences and not about dark magic, or about demonic forces.

You are now in a position to be able to understand why those who work in order to 
manage their passing and who take care of their current body, will have become younger 
to the best of their physical shape in 4th density.

Question to the Angel :

According to what we have understood in the equation “Consciousness creates 
gravitation” the “consciousness” element would concern more the layers coming 
from Consciousness emanating from superior plans of existence, would our 
conclusion be correct ?

Indeed this layer does not limit itself to one individual, but more to one part of the general 
information layer, in other words, the collective soul of the human being’s community.

This collective soul is linked to all of the other layers of the morphogenetic field, but also 
gives life to the unliving matter, meaning the one non animated by a soul (such as mineral, 
water or air), as well as the different forms of consciousness initially existing outside of 
the human’s perception (such as vegetables - plants, animals…).

Nevertheless, concerning the material side of reality forming the environment, this means 
the biological or organic cause which hosts the skills coming from superior plans, it 
resides in the characteristics of the pituitary gland.

This small organ implanted in the brain, stabilises and always controls very actively the 
frequency of the sphere of the individual morphogenetic field, this means the perceptions 
that the individual projects and acquires from his environment.
More powerful mental dispositions can then, through this pituitary gland, influence this 
para-layer by the awareness field of the morphogenetic field.
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Therefore, creatures gifted of a more powerful mental capacity, this means which in some 
sort of way possess true faith, can directly influence this para-layer, through their own 
awareness and consciousness fields, which they transfer or project in the human being’s 
consciousness fields.

Therefore this means that a super powerful mental coming from superior densities, 
overtaking the ordinary consciousness of an individual, can use this latter like a 
transmission channel, in order to transmit information coming from a superior 
morphogenetic layer.

Yet, this layer does not limit itself to the individual, but more to a part of the general 
information layer. In a noble way of meaning, you could call this, the soul of the 
community or collective soul, who transmits her data to the community.

This information layer which is linked to all of the other layers, also animates the non 
animated matter in the perception field of this community, under the form of initially 
existing models of consciousness fields. 
In theory, the human being could already have the capacities of acting over matter by 
modeling the para-layer of “gravity”, however they are strongly blocked because of his 
genetics. Certain individuals, such as Edward Leedskalnin (see dialogue with our Angel 
n°39), had understood how to access this para-layer, in order to interact with matter’s 
illusion, printed within your spirit.

As it is about understanding that the reality of your world
draws itself or builds itself not within the world,

but at the very heart of your spirit !

To simplify, it would be about using your mental capacities, your spirit, your 
consciousness, in order to amplify the perception of the material side of reality, in its form 
of post-plasma. For this, you must learn little by little, to occult in the influence sphere, 
the automatic cause of control (programming), at the same time in the layer of 
consciousness and the layer of awareness, therefore at the intersection of the two para-
plasma layers of the material.

Most of these automatic causes only being psychological programmes inscribed within 
your memories, you will be able to resolve them, thanks to your training of “preferring 
things” without being attached to an “egotistical” result.
As the para-layer is not contained in the body, you could move or arrange things by 
reaching them simply through the mind, through their para-layer. This without acting 
through strength or will, in the physical or material reality !
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This particular layer lives in the energy’s influence sphere, between the layers of 
morphogenetic information and the layers of matter, and can interact with both parts.

This also means that these two layers (pre and post plasma) can interact with solid 
matter, in the same way as with mental information. Therefore it is about capacities 
influencing the structure, the disposal of matter or of reality, that you will spontaneously 
associate to telekinesis or telepathy.

Question to the Angel :

In order to end this part about morphogenesis and morphogenetic, what should we 
keep in mind about this long analysis ?

Read it again until you have perfectly incorporated the information, as of a general rule, 
more the paranormal capacities of an individual or of a group of individuals evolves, more 
the access to Knowledge and its adaptation to the new world, will become easy !

Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël
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